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Abstract
The classical theorem of Shub and Sullivan states that a sequence of local fixed
point indices of iterations of a C1 self-map of Rm is periodic. The paper generalizes
this result to a wider class of maps.
1. Introduction
Let ind( f; 0) be a local fixed point index at 0, where f is a self-map of Rm . If 0
is an isolated fixed point for each f n , then find( f n; 0)g1n=1 is well-defined.
The sequence of indices of iterations is a very useful instrument in periodic point
theory. Its applications are specially fruitful if it is known that find( f n; 0)g1n=1 is a peri-
odic sequence. This knowledge can be successfully applied in detecting periodic points
(cf. [8], [9]), estimating the number of orbits (cf. [1], [10]), finding orbits with the
special pattern (cf. [11]) and studying dynamical properties of f in a neighborhood
of a fixed point (cf. [6], [12]).
Thus, the important task is to identify classes of maps for which a sequence of lo-
cal indices of iterations is periodic. Among such classes are continuous self-maps of
the real line, planar homeomorphisms (cf. [5]), simplicial maps of smooth type (cf. [4],
[14]). In 1974 Shub and Sullivan proved that also C1 self-maps of Rm have periodic
indices of iterations (cf. [13]). It is worth pointing out that in 1983 Chow, Mallet-Paret
and Yorke found additional relations among the elements of find( f n; 0)g1n=1 in C1-case
(cf. [2]).
The core of the reasoning applied by Shub and Sullivan was to approximate Id gk
by (Id +B + B2 +    + Bk 1)(Id g), where B is a linear map, in such a way that
Pk 1
j=0 B j is a diffeomorphism, which implies that ind(gk; 0) =  ind(g; 0). These au-
thors gave also an example of a continuous map f which is differentiable in all points
of the unit ball except of its center 0, but find( f n; 0)g1n=1 is unbounded, which shows
that their theorem cannot be extended on all continuous maps. In literature the theo-
rem of Shub and Sullivan is presented as a consequence of continuous differentiability,
for example in well-known monograph of dynamical systems [7] it is discussed in the
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chapter entitled The role of smoothness. We show in this paper that the main idea of
Shub and Sullivan, mentioned above, can be successfully adapted for a larger class of
maps, which we call Shub-Sullivan class.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we introduce notation and
formulate the main result. Next, we give the proof of it, which is based on some lem-
mas. Finally, we discuss how large Shub-Sullivan class is and distinguish its subclass,
called orbital class, for which an effective estimate of the period of find( f n; 0)g1n=1 is
possible.
2. The statement of the result
For the rest of the paper we make a general assumption that we consider only
such continuous maps f : U ! Rm , where U  Rm and U is an open neighborhood
of 0, that f (0) = 0 and 0 is an isolated fixed point for each f n , n > 0.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f : U ! Rm . We will say that a map f is deviated from
a linear map A : Rm ! Rm if it satisfies the following condition:
(2.1)  f (x)  f 2(x)  A(x   f (x)) = o(kx   f (x)k):
For m  1 we define Pm = Fix( f m) n
S
0<n<m Fix( f n). If Pm( f ) 6= ;, then m
is called a minimal period of f . The set of all minimal periods of f is denoted by
Per( f ).
The main result of the paper is the generalization of Shub and Sullivan theorem
to the following class of maps:
SS(m) = f f : U ! Rm : 9A8i2Per(A) f i is deviated from Ai g:
The period of a sequence of indices of iterations of a map in SS(m) will be ex-
pressed in terms of Per(A). On the other hand the form of Per(A) is known, it can be
described by a use of eigenvalues of A (cf. [1], [2], [9]), namely:
Per(A) = fLCM(K ) : K  1(A)g;
where 1(A) is the set of degrees of all primitive roots of unity contained in the spec-
trum  (A), LCM(K ) denotes the number equal to the least common multiple of all
elements in K , we define LCM(;) = 1.
Notice that the set Per(A) is closed for the operation of taking the least
common multiple, i.e. if s 2 Per(A) and t 2 Per(A) then LCM(s; t) 2 Per(A). Thus
LCM(Per(A)) = maxfl 2 Per(A)g.
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By 
 
we will denote the number of eigenvalues of A less than  1, counting with
multiplicity. Let
r =
(
maxfl 2 Per(A)g if 2 j 
 
;
2 maxfl 2 Per(A)g if 2 ∤ 
 
:
Now we may formulate our main theorem:
Theorem 2.2. If f 2 SS(m), then find( f n; 0)g1n=1 is periodic and its period is
not greater than r .
3. Proof of the main theorem
In the proof of Theorem 2.2 we will need some lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. If for some natural i there is: kg(x)   gi+1(x)   B(x   gi (x))k =
o(kx   gi (x)k), then for each natural j :

g j (x)  g j+i (x)  B j x   gi (x) = o x   gi (x):
Proof. Assume inductively that the thesis is valid for j   1, we prove it for j .
First notice that by the assumption of the lemma for arbitrarily chosen " there is U
"
,
a neighborhood of 0, such that for every x 2 U
"
: kg(x)  gi+1(x)k < kB(x   gi (x))k +
"kx gi (x)k  ("+kBk)kx gi (x)k. By this and inductive hypothesis we get for every
x 2 V
"
, where V
"
 U
"
sufficiently small neighborhood of 0:

g j 1(g(x))  g j+i 1(g(x))  B j 1 g(x)  gi+1(x) < "g(x)  gi+1(x)
< "(" + kBk)x   gi (x):
Finally:

g j (x)  g j+i (x)  B j x   gi (x) + B j 1 g(x)  gi+1(x)  B j 1 g(x)  gi+1(x)


g j (x)  g j+i (x)  B j 1 g(x)  gi+1(x) + B j 1 g(x)  gi+1(x)  B j x   gi (x)
< "(" + kBk)x   gi (x) + B j 1"x   gi (x);
where in the last inequality we used the assumption of the lemma. This ends the proof.
Taking i = 1 in Lemma 3.1 we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 3.2. If g is deviated from B, then for each natural j there is:

g j (x)  g j+1(x)  B j (x   g(x)) = o(kx   g(x)k):
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Lemma 3.3. Let g be deviated from a linear map B and the map Pk 1j=0 B j be
non-singular. Then:
(3.2) ind(gk; 0) = sgn det
0

k 1
X
j=0
B j
1
A
 ind(g; 0):
Proof. We use the following well-known fact: let s; h : U ! Rn be continuous
maps, s 1(0) = f0g and ks(x)   h(x)k < ks(x)k for x 2 U n f0g, then h 1(0) = f0g
and deg0(s) = deg0(h), where deg0(s) denotes the topological degree of s at 0. This
statement is a consequence of the observation that the linear homotopy between s and
h has no zeros in U n f0g.
Now we take s(x) = Pk 1j=0 B j (x   g(x)), h(x) = x   gk(x).
We define the map w j by the following equation:
g j (x)  g j (g(x)) = B j (x   g(x)) + w j (x :)
We have:
(3.3) x   gk(x) =
k 1
X
j=0
 
g j (x)  g j+1(x) =
2
4
k 1
X
j=0
B j
3
5 (x   g(x)) +
k 1
X
j=0
w j (x):
By Corollary 3.2 for every " and j < k there is a neighborhood U
"; j of 0 such
that for each x 2 U
"; j there is:
(3.4) kw j (x)k < "kx   g(x)k:
Thus, for x 2 U
"
-sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 there is:


Pk 1
j=0 w j (x)


<
k"kx g(x)k. As the linear map Pk 1j=0 B j is non-singular, we get for " which is small
enough:






k 1
X
j=0
w j (x)






<






0

k 1
X
j=0
B j
1
A (x   g(x))






;
which is equivalent to ks(x)  h(x)k < ks(x)k for x 2 U
"
n f0g.
Finally by the multiplicativity of topological degree we get:
ind(gk; 0) = deg0(Id gk) = deg0
2
4
0

k 1
X
j=0
B j
1
A (x   g(x))
3
5
= sgn det
0

k 1
X
j=0
B j
1
A deg0(Id g) = sgn det
0

k 1
X
j=0
B j
1
A ind(g; 0):
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Now, for a given linear map A we define the function q : N ! N by: q(n) =
maxfl 2 Per(A) : l j ng.
The proof of the following lemma may be found in [9] (cf. also Proposition 3.2.30
in [6]).
Lemma 3.4. Let b = n=(q(n)), then for each natural n: Pb 1j=0 Aq(n) j is non-
singular and
sgn det
0

b 1
X
j=0
Aq(n) j
1
A =
(
 1 if 2 j n; 2 ∤ q(n); 2 ∤  ;
1 in the opposite case.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By the assumption of the theorem for every i 2 Per(A)
f i is deviated from Ai . On the other hand for every natural n, q(n) 2 Per(A), thus the
thesis of Lemma 3.3 is valid for k = b, the map g = f q(n) and B = Aq(n). Applying
also Lemma 3.4 we get:
ind( f n; 0) = ind gn=q(n); 0 =
(
  ind
  f q(n); 0 if 2 j n; 2 ∤ q(n); 2 ∤  ;
ind
  f q(n); 0 in the opposite case.
Let us consider now the case when 2 j n, 2 ∤ q(n) and 2 ∤ 
 
. Remind that for
2 ∤ 
 
we defined r = 2 maxfl 2 Per(A)g. It is obvious that q(n) = q(n + r ), thus
2 ∤ q(n) iff 2 ∤ q(n + r ) and, as 2 j r , 2 j n iff 2 j (n + r ). Finally, again by Lemma 3.3
and Lemma 3.4:
ind
  f n+r ; 0 =   ind  f q(n+r ); 0 =   ind  f q(n); 0 = ind  f n; 0:
Analogously we prove the periodicity in the remaining case.
4. On the Shub-Sullivan class
Let U  Rm be a neighborhood of 0. We define the following classes of maps.
By a standard way, we denote by C1(m) smooth maps on U .
By eC(m) we denote maps f : U ! Rm such that f is differentiable in U and the
derivative D f is continuous at 0. In the forthcoming definitions A is a linear self-map
of Rm .
Z (m) = f f : 9Ak f (x)  f (y)  A(x   y)k = o(kx   yk)g:
OC(m) =  f : 9A8i2Per(A)

 f (x)  f i+1(x)  A x   f i (x) = o x   f i (x)	 ;
which we call orbital class. Remind that by SS(m) we denote:
SS(m) =  f : 9A8i2Per(A)

 f i (x)  f 2i (x)  Ai  x   f i (x) = o x   f i (x)	 :
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let f belong to one of the classes given above, then we will
say that a map A, which appears in the definition of the class, corresponds to f .
Theorem 4.2. The following inclusions hold and are proper:
C1(m)  eC(m)  Z (m)  OC(m)  SS(m):
Proof. First we show that all inclusions hold.
1. C1(m)  eC(m) is obvious.
2. eC(m)  Z (m).
Let f 2 eC(m), f = D f (0) + s. Then, by the assumption, kDs(x)k = kD f (x)  
D f (0)k ! 0, when x converges to 0. By Mean Value Theorem for x; y in a small
enough and closed ball with the center at 0 and  in an open line segment joining x
and y there is: ks(x)   s(y)k  kDs( )kkx   yk, thus ks(x)   s(y)k = o(kx   yk).
Taking A = D f (0) we finally obtain: k f (x)  f (y)  A(x   y)k = o(kx   yk).
REMARK 4.3. Notice that if f 2 Z (m) and A corresponds to f , then f (x) =
A(x) + s(x), where s 2 Z (m) and Ds(0) = 0. As a consequence f must be differen-
tiable at 0.
3. Z (m)  OC(m).
If f 2 Z (m), then there is a linear map A such that k f (x)  f (y)  A(x   y)k =
o(kx   yk). Let i 2 Per(A) and let us take y = f i (x). We get k f (x)  f i+1(x)  A(x  
f i (x))k = o(kx   f i (x)k), thus f 2 OC(m).
4. OC(m)  SS(m).
If f 2 OC(m), then there is a linear map A such that for each i 2 Per(A) there
is: k f (x)   f i+1(x)   A(x   f i (x))k = o(kx   f i (x)k), so f satisfies the assumption
of Lemma 3.1. Now, in the thesis of this lemma we put g = f , B = A and j = i and
state that f 2 SS(m).
This ends the proof of first part of Theorem 4.2. Now we show that all inclusions
are proper.
10. eC(m) n C1(m) 6= ; is obvious.
20. Z (m) n eC(m) 6= ;. We put s(1=n) = 1=n2 and extend s to a piecewise linear
map s : [0; 1] ! R. The function s is not differentiable at any neighborhood of 0, but
satisfies js(x)   s(y)j = o(jx   yj). Now define sm(x) : B(0; 1) ! Rm by the formula:
sm(x) = s(kxk)x , where B(0; 1) is the unit ball in Rm . There is: ksm(x)   sm(y)k =
ks(kxk)(x  y) + [s(kxk)  s(kyk)]yk  ks(kxk)(x  y)k+ o(kxk kyk)kyk = o(kx  yk).
For any linear map A, we put f (x) = A(x) + sm(x). Then f 2 Z (m), but f =2 eC(m).
30. OC(m) n Z (m) 6= ;.
Let f : U ! Rm be given by the formula:
f (x; y) =  x + x2 + kyk; y;
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where (x; y) 2 R Rm 1. Let us take as A identity map, Per(A) = f1g.
We have: f (x; y)   f 2(x; y) =  ((x + x2 + kyk)2 + kyk; 0), A((x; y)   f (x; y)) =
 (x2 + kyk; 0). Thus:

 f (x; y)  f 2(x; y)  A((x; y)  f (x; y))
=

2x3 + 2xkyk + 2x2kyk + x4 + kyk2

 = o
 
x2 + kyk

= o(k(x; y)  f (x; y)k):
We see that f 2 OC(m) but, as f is not differentiable at 0, by Remark 4.3,
f =2 Z (m). It is not difficult to observe that g : U ! R, given by the formula g(x) =
x2 sin(1=x) for x 6= 0 and g(0) = 0 satisfies: g 2 OC(1) n Z (1).
40. SS(m) n OC(m) 6= ;. Let f : R! R
f (x) =
8
>
<
>
:
 
1
2
x   x2 if x  0;
 2x + x2 if x < 0:
For x  0 there is: x   f (x) = (3=2)x + o(x), f (x)  f 2(x) =  (3=2)x + o(x), f 2(x) 
f 4(x) =  (9=4)x2 + o(x2), x   f 2(x) =  (9=4)x2 + o(x2).
For x < 0 there is: x  f (x) = 3x +o(x), f (x)  f 2(x) =  3x +o(x), f 2(x)  f 4(x) =
(9=2)x2 + o(x2), x   f 2(x) = (9=2)x2 + o(x2).
The assumption that f is in Shub-Sullivan class implies that f must be deviated
from some linear map A, the only possibility here is A(x) =  x . We have then:
Per(A) = f1; 2g. Then two conditions equivalent to f 2 SS(1) are satisfied: j f (x)  
f 2(x)   ( 1)(x   f (x))j = o(jx   f (x)j) and j f 2(x)   f 4(x)   ( 1)2(x   f 2(x))j =
o(jx   f 2(x)j).
On the other hand f =2 OC(1) as we conclude by the following calculation.
For x  0 there is: f (x)   f 3(x) = (9=8)x2 + o(x2), for x < 0 there is: f (x)  
f 3(x) =  9x2 + o(x2). In both cases we take i = 2 and see that the condition j f (x) 
f 3(x)  A(x  f 2(x))j = o(jx  f 2(x)j) is satisfied only for A such that A(x) =  (1=2)x
if x  0 and A(x) =  2x if x < 0.
In m-dimensional case we take a continuous map g : Sm 1 ! R such that
g(x)g( x) = 1 with g(x) 6= 1 at some x , and for x 6= 0 define f : B(0; 1) ! Rm ,
where B(0; 1) is the unit ball in Rm , by:
f (x) =  

g

x
kxk

+ kxk

x :
It is easy to see that f maps each diameter onto itself, acting in the same way as in
the one-dimensional case. As a consequence: A =   Id and f 2 SS(m). On the other
hand for some directions (such that g(x) 6= 1) f is not in the orbital class in this
direction, thus f =2 OC(m).
The examples which are given above illustrate that it is relatively easy to find el-
ements of the each class that do not belong to the previous one. However, sequences
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find( f n; 0)g1n=1 given in the examples have very simple form: a map f defined in 40 is
a source type and so generates the sequence of period 1 or 2, depending on the dimen-
sion. On the other hand, it is known that in general case find( f n; 0)g1n=1 cannot take
arbitrary integer values, but must satisfy some congruences established by A. Dold
(cf. [3]). In [2] there are further restrictions for possible sequences in C1-case. There-
fore a natural question is:
Problem 1. Which integer sequences can be realized as indices of iterations for
a map f in Shub-Sullivan class.
5. Estimation of a period
Let f be a fixed map which belongs to one of the classes under consideration and
let A corresponds to f (cf. Definition 4.1). Then A is unique for maps in Z (m) and is
not uniquely determined for maps in OC(m) and SS(m). This interesting phenomenon
is clearly visible for f given in the example 30 of the previous section (m  2). Not
only A = Id, but every map A0 : R  Rm 1 ! R  Rm 1 of the form: A0 =
 1 
0 

cor-
responds to f 2 OC(m). On the other hand, the greater is the number of eigenvalues
which are primitive roots of unity contained in  (A0) the worse is the estimate for the
period of find( f n; 0)g1n=1 given in Theorem 2.2. The motivation to distinguish orbital
class is the fact that for f 2 OC(m) we may determine “minimal” subspace V  Rm
and a linear map G : V ! V without unessential eigenvalues such that each A that
corresponds to f is an extension of G (Theorem 5.3).
Let i be a natural number, we define the set:
eVi =

x 2 Rm : x = lim
n!1
xn   f i (xn)
kxn   f i (xn)k ; where xn ! 0

:
Next we define a map eG :
S
i2N
eVi ! Rm in the following way: if v 2 eVi i.e. there
is a sequence xn which converges to zero such that v = limn!1(xn   f i (xn))=kxn  
f i (xn)k, then we put eG(v) = limn!1( f (xn)   f i+1(xn))=kxn   f i (xn)k. We say that
eG(v) is well-defined if this limit exists and is independent both of the choice of xn
and i .
Let now V = span
S
i2N
eVi . If eG is well-defined on
S
i
eVi and extends to a linear
map on V , then we denote this extension by G and say that G is well-defined.
Remind that A : Rm ! Rm corresponds to f 2 OC(m) if
8i2Per(A)

 f (x)  f i+1(x)  A(x   f i (x)) = o x   f i (x):
Define Vi = spaneVi .
Lemma 5.1. If A corresponds to f 2 OC(m), then for each i 2 Per(A) there is:
A(Vi )  Vi .
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Proof. Let v 2 eVi , then v = limn!1(xn   f i (xn))=kxn   f i (xn)k. From the fact
that A corresponds to f we get:
(5.5) lim
n!1
f (xn)  f i+1(xn)
kxn   f i (xn)k = limn!1 A

xn   f i (xn)
kxn   f i (xn)k

= A(v):
On the other hand:
lim
n!1
f (xn)  f i+1(xn)
kxn   f i (xn)k
= lim
n!1
f (xn)  f i+1(xn)
k f (xn)  f i+1(xn)k
k f (xn)  f i+1(xn)k
kxn   f i (xn)k = w;
where w 2 eVi ,  2 R+, which is a consequence of the obvious fact that for a given
sequence fang  Rm and a0 6= 0, there is: an ! a0 iff an=kank ! a0=ka0k and
kank ! ka0k. Finally, we get that A(v) 2 span eVi .
Lemma 5.2. If A corresponds to f 2 OC(m), then:
V = span
[
i2Per(A)
eVi =
X
i2Per(A)
Vi :
Proof. Remind that q(i) = maxfl 2 Per(A) : l j ig. We define b = i=(q(i)), because
q(i) j i , so b is a natural number. We show that eVi  Vq(i ).
Let v 2 eVi , v = limn!1(xn   f i (xn))=kxn   f i (xn)k.
By the formulas 3.3 and 3.4 in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we obtain for k = b,
g = f q(i ) and B = Aq(i ) and each natural i :
(5.6)






xn   f i (xn)
kxn   f q(i )(xn)k
kxn   f i (xn)k
kxn   f i (xn)k  
2
4
b 1
X
j=0
A jq(i )
3
5

xn   f q(i )(xn)
kxn   f q(i )(xn)k







< ":
Because the sequence zn = (xn   f q(i )(xn))=kxn   f q(i )(xn)k is contained in a sphere,
we may choose its subsequence which is convergent. Without loss of generality as-
sume that zn is convergent to w 2 eVq(i ). Then, by Lemma 3.4,
Pb 1
j=0 A jq(i )(w) 6= 0.
Repeating the argument from the proof of Lemma 5.1, we get that (xn  f i (xn))=kxn 
f i (xn)k ! v 2 eVi and (kxn   f i (xn)k)=kxn   f q(i )(xn)k !  2 R+. By the in-
equality (5.6) v = Pb 1j=0 A jq(i )(w) and by Lemma 5.1 A preserves Vq(i ), thus v 2
spaneVq(i ) = Vq(i ).
Theorem 5.3. Let f 2 OC(m). A linear map A : Rm ! Rm corresponds to f if
and only if G is well-defined and A
jV = G.
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Proof. Assume that A corresponds to f .
By Lemma 5.2 V = span
S
i2Per(A) eVi . Let v 2 eVi for some natural i 2 Per(A),
v = limn!1(xn   f i (xn))=kxn   f i (xn)k. Then, by the formula (5.5), eG(v) is well-
defined and eG(v) = A(v), which shows that eG agrees with A on each eVi . Thus, as A
is a linear map, we obtain the thesis.
Assume that G is well-defined and A
jV = G. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that
A does not correspond to f . Then there is i 2 Per(A) and " > 0, such that for every
neighborhood U of 0, there is xn 2 U such that:
k f (xn)  f i+1(xn)  A(xn   f i (xn))k  "kxn   f i (xn)k:
This is equivalent to:
(5.7)




f (xn)  f i+1(xn)
kxn   f i (xn)k   A

xn   f i (xn)
kxn   f i (xn)k





 ":
We choose a subsequence of (xn  f i (xn))=kxn  f i (xn)k convergent to v 2 eVi . As G is
well-defined, the respective subsequence of ( f (xn)  f i+1(xn))=kxn   f i (xn)k converges
to G(v). Then, by (5.5) and the fact that A
jV = G, the expression in the left-hand side
of the inequality (5.7) converges to kG(v)   A(v)k = 0, which leads to contradiction.
REMARK 5.4. By the above procedure one can find the “minimal” (in the sense
of Theorem 5.3) linear map G whose eigenvalues affect the period of indices of iter-
ations for f 2 OC(m). Notice that, by Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.3, G is a self-map
of V , this implies in particular that the number of essential eigenvalues is not greater
than dim V (or more precisely (dim V )=2 + 1).
Problem 2. Let f be in Shub-Sullivan class. An open question remains whether
a similar procedure of finding a “minimal” linear map for a given f can be realized.
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